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Why choose OCR Entry Level
Certificate in Geography?
With its choice and flexibility, this is an exciting
Geography course. It features four modern,
key themes that provide for clear and relevant
learning outcomes.

Designed for flexibility
The course is assessed in two tasks that are
submitted together at the end. This approach is
designed to offer you more flexibility, as it means
that learners can complete the two tasks at any
point during the course, and submit all the work
as one unit.
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Two carefully planned tasks
The first task is a Key Theme Project that
provides plenty of choice for you and your
learners in both the content and how it is
submitted. You have the option of submitting
work electronically via the OCR Repository,
which allows your learners to present their work
in a variety of formats.
The second task is an End of Course Test that
allows your learners to show their knowledge,
understanding and skills in a controlled test
situation.
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1

Introduction to Entry Level Certificate in
Geography

1.1

Overview of OCR Entry Level Certificate in Geography
Entry Level Certificate in
Geography R406
Task 1
Key Theme Project
60% of the
qualification

Internally assessed,
externally moderated

+
Task 2
End of Course Test
40% of the
qualification

Internally assessed,
externally moderated

This specification is designed to enable candidates to follow an entitlement curriculum in
Geography. It is aimed at lower attaining candidates, broadly speaking those who have not
achieved Level 3 of the National Curriculum at the end of Key Stage 3. The specification is
designed to promote positive achievement by candidates who are unlikely to attain Grade G at
GCSE. The specification has been designed to be compatible with any GCSE Geography
Specification.
This Entry Level will be available for first teaching from September 2010 with certification in the
June series only.

4
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1.2 What is new in OCR Entry Level Certificate in Geography?
This section is intended for teachers using OCR Entry Level Certificate in Geography. It highlights
the differences between the current Entry Level Certificate in Geography and the new version for
first teaching in September 2010:
What stays the same?
x

Learners still complete a piece of
coursework.

x

Learners continue to complete a test at the
end of the course.

x

If required, you can still teach the course
alongside GCSE Geography.

1.3

What is changing?
x

All work is now internally assessed and
externally moderated.

x

The content has been updated in line with
the new OCR GCSE Geography A and B.

x

You can now choose to submit work
electronically via the OCR Repository.

Guided learning hours

There are no specified guided learning hours for this course but typically the course could take
between 60 and 120 guided learning hours depending on the ability of the candidates and the
delivery approach adopted.
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2

Content of Entry Level Certificate in
Geography

2.1

Specified Content

This specification has been redeveloped to maintain positive aspects of the OCR existing Entry
Levels in Geography, as well as updating content in line with the new OCR GCSEs. This enables
the specification to be taught alongside GCSE and as a stand alone qualification.
The content is divided into four key geographical themes to enable clear learning outcomes for
students and a manageable teaching programme. The content will be attractive to students by
giving them access to modern world geography which encompasses the use of GIS and other
modern technologies. Current issues such as sustainability will be investigated at a range of
scales. The varied nature of the project task allows students to display their knowledge, skills and
understanding in a wide variety of formats.
The assessment of this specification offers flexibility for centres, by enabling them to complete the
two tasks at any point during the course.
Content - Task 1: Key Theme Project
There are four key themes within this specification:
x

Theme 1: People, Rivers and Coasts

x

Theme 2: People and Places

x

Theme 3: Natural Hazards and People

x

Theme 4: People, Products and Services

Candidates will complete one Key Theme Project, based on one of the key themes above.
The project can be based on fieldwork and/or secondary resources and must comprise either:
1

A centre-developed project;

OR
2

A project using, or based on, ideas provided by OCR;

OR
3

One or two GCSE controlled assessment task(s), marked using the Entry Level criteria.

Candidates will complete the project in supervised time. Candidates must complete one project (60
raw marks total). The project may be made up of several parts, to allow candidates to have access
to the full range of marks.

6
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The project will be internally assessed using OCR’s marking criteria grid. The grid should be
applied holistically to the completed project. This work will then be moderated by OCR.
Candidates are positively encouraged to make full use of the wide range of presentation options
available. As a guide, any written text should be approximately 1000 words.
A list of ideas produced by OCR will be made available on OCR Interchange for the lifetime of the
specification. The ideas provided by OCR vary in style to allow teachers of any GCSE Geography
specification to use this Entry Level specification in a mixed ability situation.
Content - Task 2: End of Course Test
There are four key themes within this specification:
x

Theme 1: People, Rivers and Coasts

x

Theme 2: People and Places

x

Theme 3: Natural Hazards and People

x

Theme 4: People, Products and Services

All four of these themes will be assessed in the End of Course Test.
Candidates will complete the test in 1 hour under controlled classroom conditions. The test will
be taken once and not returned to the candidate.
The test will be internally assessed using OCR’s mark scheme with 10 marks being allocated per
theme.
Two versions of the test will be made available on OCR Interchange for the lifetime of the
specification.
Candidates must complete either one of the two tests (40 raw marks total).
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2.2

Key Themes

Theme 1: People, Rivers and Coasts
Enquiry Questions
Where is there land and
where is there sea?

Why does it rain and where
does the water go?

What is the impact of
moving water?

Can we manage coasts
and rivers?

8

Key Ideas
There are continents and oceans.

Context - Candidates should be able to:
x

Know major continents and oceans;

Continents are crossed by rivers.

x

Know major rivers for each continent.

There is a water cycle.

x

Know that water evaporates from the sea, condenses in clouds and
falls into the sea or on land;

Water moves from the sea to the land and
then returns to the sea.

x

Know that rivers transport water back to the sea.

Rivers erode the land.

x

The sea erodes the coast.

x

River floods affect people and need to be
managed.

x

Know how rivers erode the land and some of the landforms that are
created (waterfalls, floodplains and meanders);
Know how the coastline is changing and some of the landforms that
are created (cliffs, headlands, arches, stacks, caves, beaches and
spits).
Describe the impact of a named river flood and how people reacted;

Changing coastlines affect people and need
to be managed.

x

Describe an area of coastline that is changing and how this is being
managed.
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Theme 2: People and Places
Enquiry Questions
Where do you live?

Who lives there?

How has your place been
used?

Key Ideas
You live in a specific place in the world.

Context - Candidates should be able to:
x

Locate where they live at a variety of scales;

People have perceptions of ‘Your place’.

x

Know other people’s perceptions of where they live.

The structure of population varies in different
areas.

x

Know the population structure for their chosen place and understand
how it is different to other places;

People move into and out of different areas.

x

The land is used for different things.

x

Understand how the population structure for their chosen place has
changed.
Know what the land use in their chosen place is like;

Land use changes over time.

x

Understand how the land use in their chosen place has changed;

x
x

Describe a land use conflict in their chosen place.
Know links between their chosen place and other places in the world
(e.g. migration and movement of products);

x

Understand the idea of a shrinking world (e.g. internet communication,
rapid public transport, movement of products and services).

Changing land use can cause conflict.
Your place has links with other places in the
Where is your place within world.
the world?
Your place is part of the global village.
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Theme 3: Natural Hazards and People
Enquiry Questions

Key Ideas

Where are there natural
hazards?

Different types of natural hazards have
different locations.

What are the causes of
natural hazards?

Context - Candidates should be able to:
x

Locate earthquake and volcanic zones;

x

Locate areas of hurricane activity.

The earth’s crust isn’t stable.

x

Understand the structure of the earth;

The earth’s crust is made up of moving plates.

x

Understand the way the plates move;

Natural hazards occur where the plates meet.

x

Know the features of hurricanes, earthquakes and volcanoes.

Natural hazards can have a serious impact on
people.

x

Describe the impact of a natural hazard;

Different natural hazards have different
impacts on people.
Settlements can be adapted to lessen the
effect of natural hazards.

x

Describe how natural hazards have different impacts on people, in
different parts of the world.
Explain simple ways that buildings and settlements can be protected
against natural hazards;

Tropical areas can be affected by hurricanes
at different times of the year.
How do these natural
hazards affect people?

How can people learn to
live with natural hazards?

Some natural hazards can be predicted.

10

x
x

Describe ways that natural hazards can be predicted.
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Theme 4: People, Products and Services
Enquiry Questions
What do I buy and
where do I buy it?

Key Ideas
There are different places where you buy
products.
Products and their components are made in
different areas of the world.

How do people earn
money?
How do jobs differ in
different parts of the
world?

How does economic
activity change?

Jobs can be divided into different employment
sectors.

Context - Candidates should be able to:
x

Know where products and services are bought and sold;

x

Know where products are made and where their components come
from;
Know the meaning of consumer and producer.
Group jobs into the four sectors;
Know the kind of work done in each sector.

x
x
x

Employment sectors vary in importance in
different countries.

x

Understand the difference in employment sectors between rich and
poor countries;

Employment conditions vary in different
countries.
The growth of the influence of multinational
companies.

x

Employment structures in an area change
over time.

x

Understand that employment conditions and earnings vary from
country to country.
Know what a multinational company is;
Understand how a multinational company can impact on people and
the environment;
Know how and why employment has changed in a specific area.
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x
x
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3

Assessment of Entry Level Certificate in
Geography

3.1 Overview of the assessment in Entry Level Certificate in
Geography
Entry Level
Task 1: Key Theme Project
60% of the total marks
60 marks

Candidates will complete one Key Theme Project, based on one
of the key themes.
The project can be based on fieldwork and/or secondary
resources and must comprise either:
1
A centre-developed project;
OR
2

A project using, or based on, ideas provided by OCR;

OR
3

One or two GCSE controlled assessment task(s), marked
using the Entry Level criteria.

The project will be internally assessed using OCR’s marking
criteria grid. The grid should be applied holistically to the
completed project. This work will then be moderated by OCR.
Evidence for moderation can be submitted by post or
electronically using the OCR Repository.
Task 2: End of Course Test
40% of the total marks
40 marks

Candidates answer all questions.
All four of the key themes will be assessed in the End of Course
Test.
Two versions of the test will be made available on OCR
Interchange for the lifetime of the specification.
Candidates will complete the test in 1 hour under controlled
classroom conditions. This may be done as a computer based
test.
The test will be internally assessed using OCR’s mark scheme.
This test will then be moderated by OCR.

12
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3.2

Assessment availability

There is one assessment series each year in June.

3.3

Assessment Objectives (AO)

Candidates are expected to demonstrate the following in the context of the content described:
AO1

Knowledge
Recall, select and communicate their knowledge and understanding of places,
environments and themes.

AO2

Understanding & Application of Knowledge
Apply their knowledge and understanding in familiar and unfamiliar contexts.

AO3

Skills
Use a variety of skills and techniques to investigate questions and issues.

3.4

AO weightings

The relationship between the units and the assessment objectives of the scheme of assessment is
shown in the following grid:
% of Entry Level

Tasks

Total

AO1

AO2

AO3

Task 1: Key Theme Project

15

15

30

60

Task 2: End of Course Test

10

10

20

40

Total

25

25

50

100
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3.5

Awarding of grades

All mark schemes have been written to address the following targeted thresholds:
Specification Grade

Entry 3

Entry 2

Entry 1

Target

80%

60%

40%

14
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4

Internal Assessment in Entry Level
Certificate in Geography

4.1

Internal assessment tasks

Internal assessment tasks will be available from Interchange from 1 June 2010. Guidance on how
to access internal assessment tasks from Interchange is available on the OCR website:
http://www.ocr.org.uk/interchange/repository/index.aspx

4.2

Supervision and authentication of internally assessed work

OCR expects teachers to supervise and guide candidates who are undertaking work that is
internally assessed. The degree of teacher guidance will vary according to the kind of work being
undertaken. It should be remembered, however, that candidates are required to reach their own
judgments and conclusions.
When supervising internally assessed tasks, teachers are expected to:
x

offer candidates advice about how best to approach such tasks;

x

exercise supervision of the work in order to monitor progress and to prevent plagiarism;

x

ensure that the work is completed in accordance with the specification requirements and can
be assessed in accordance with the specified mark descriptions and procedures.

Work should, wherever possible, be carried out under supervision. However, it is accepted that
some tasks may require candidates to undertake work outside the centre. Where this is the case,
the centre must ensure that sufficient supervised work takes place to allow the teachers concerned
to authenticate each candidate's work with confidence.
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4.3

Production and presentation of internally assessed work

Candidates must observe certain procedures in the production of tasks.
x

Tables, graphs and spreadsheets may be produced using appropriate ICT. These should be
inserted into the report at the appropriate place.

x

Any copied material must be suitably acknowledged.

x

Quotations must be clearly marked and a reference provided wherever possible.

x

Work submitted for moderation or marking must be marked with the:


centre number



centre name



candidate number



candidate name



unit code and title



assignment title

Work submitted on paper for moderation or marking must be secured by treasury tags. Work
submitted in digital format (CD or online) must be in a suitable file structure as detailed in Appendix
A at the end of this specification.
The project can be submitted via the OCR Repository. The OCR Repository enables candidates to
submit their work in a variety of presentation formats e.g. presentation, poem, poster, video
recording, oral recording, reflective journal, fieldwork data collection sheet, research task, report,
extended writing and cartoon, as long as they are compatible with the OCR Repository facility
option.

4.4

Annotation of the candidates’ work

Each piece of assessed work should show how the marks have been awarded in relation to the
mark descriptions.
The writing of comments on candidates' work provides a means of dialogue and feedback between
teacher and candidate and a means of communication between teachers during internal
standardisation of internally marked work.
However, the use of a completed cover sheet for each candidate’s work provides a means of
communication between teacher and moderator and might replace the need for annotation.

16
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4.5

Marking and moderation

All centres entering candidates are subject to quality control via moderation of a sample of
candidates’ work towards the end of the course. This specification offers the opportunity for
moderation evidence to be submitted electronically via the OCR Repository (see Entry codes in
Section 7.1 Registration and entries of this specification.)
All internally assessed tasks are marked by the teacher and internally standardised by the centre.
Marks are then submitted to OCR, after which moderation takes place in accordance with OCR
procedures. The purpose of moderation is to ensure that the standard of the award of marks for
work is the same for each centre and that each teacher has applied the standards appropriately
across the range of candidates within the centre.
The Moderator will select the sample and advise the centre where the work is to be sent (postal
moderation). Centres entering candidates via the OCR Repository must ensure that the sample is
uploaded on receipt of the Moderator’s selection.
The sample of work which is presented to the moderator for moderation must show how the marks
have been awarded in relation to the marking criteria.
Each candidate’s work should have a cover sheet attached to it with a summary of the marks
awarded for the task. If the work is to be submitted in digital format, this cover sheet should also be
submitted electronically within each candidate’s folder.

4.6

Minimum requirements for internally assessed work

If a candidate submits no work for an internally assessed task, then the candidate should be
indicated as being absent from that task on the mark sheets submitted to OCR. If a candidate
completes any work at all for an internally assessed unit, then the work should be assessed
according to the criteria or mark scheme and the appropriate mark awarded, which may be zero.

4.7

Submitting the moderation samples via the OCR Repository

The OCR Repository allows centres to submit moderation samples in electronic format to the OCR
Repository via Interchange: please check Entry codes in Section 7.1 Registration and entries of
this specification. Instructions for how to upload files to OCR using the OCR Repository can be
found on OCR Interchange.
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5

Support for Entry Level Certificate in
Geography

5.1

Free resources available from the OCR website

The following materials will be available on the OCR website www.ocr.org.uk:
x

Entry Level Certificate in Geography Specification;

x

Specimen assessment materials/Project ideas for each task;

x

Teachers Handbook;

5.2

Training

For more information go to http://www.ocr.org.uk/training/

5.3

OCR Support Services

OCR Interchange has been developed to help you to carry out day to day administration functions
online, quickly and easily. The site allows you to register and enter candidates online. In addition,
you can gain immediate and free access to candidate information at your convenience. Sign up at
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk.
HU

18
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6

Access arrangements for Entry Level
Certificate in Geography

Arrangements for candidates with special needs for Entry Level Certificate specifications are based
on the principle that the centre is best able to assess the needs of the candidate and the
appropriateness of the arrangement required. Arrangements for candidates with special needs
should not advantage nor disadvantage a particular candidate, nor should they reduce the
reliability and validity of the assessment.
The arrangements for candidates with special needs are more flexible than those currently
available at GCSE and as such it should not be assumed that any arrangements made at Entry
Level Certificate Level will automatically be available at GCSE or GCE Level. Please consult the
JCQ booklet Access Arrangements, Reasonable Adjustments and Special Consideration. Entry
Level Forms are available on the JCQ website (Forms 11-13).
The following arrangements can be made for candidates without permission being sought:
x

mechanical and technological aids may be used by candidates who are physically dependent
on them; (screen readers must not be used in reading texts)

x

instructions regarding the conduct of any In-Course tests may be simplified

x

language support staff may provide linguistic help; (please see regulations relating to readers
and scribes, sign language and oral language modifiers)

x

bilingual and word exchange lists may be used.

Under certain circumstances:
x

the teacher may act under the candidate’s instructions to perform simple physical actions
which the candidate is unable to undertake; (please see regulations on the use of practical
assistants)

x

mechanical and technological aids may be used by candidates who generally use them in their
normal work; (for screen readers, please see regulations relating to readers)

x

communicators or signers may be used

x

readers and amanuenses may be used

x

the tests may be modified as necessary for visually impaired candidates. It is the
responsibility of the centre to Braille or enlarge the tests.

It is expected that, generally, the candidate’s own teacher will act as a communicator, a signer, a
reader or an amanuensis.
Further clarification of any special arrangements may be obtained by consulting the JCQ booklet
Access Arrangements, Reasonable Adjustments and Special Consideration or by contacting OCR
Special Requirements Team.
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7

Administration of Entry Level Certificate
in Geography

7.1

Registration and entries

Centres must be registered with OCR in order to make any entries, including estimated entries. It is
recommended that centres apply to OCR to become a registered centre well in advance of making
their first entries.
Both estimated and final entries must be made in the certification year. Estimated entries, giving
estimated numbers only, are needed for the appointment of the centre Moderators and final entries
provide the necessary individual candidate details.
Candidates should be entered for the qualification code R406.
It is essential that entry codes are quoted in all correspondence with OCR.
For this qualification candidates must be entered for either component 01 (electronic submission
via the OCR Repository) or 02 (postal moderation). Centres must enter all of their candidates for
ONE of these components. It is not possible for centres to offer both components within the same
series.
Entry option code

Component code

Submission method

R406A

01

OCR Repository

R406B

02

Postal moderation

7.2

Entry deadlines

Candidate entries must be made by the date as published on the website for the June session.

7.3

Qualification re-sits

Candidates may enter for the qualification an unlimited number of times.

20
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7.4

Enquiries about results

Under certain circumstances, a centre may wish to query the result issued to one or more
candidates. Enquiries about Results must be made immediately following the series in which the
qualification was taken (by the Enquiries about Results deadline).
Please refer to the JCQ Post-Results Services booklet and the OCR Admin Guide for further
guidance about action on the release of results. Copies of the latest versions of these documents
can be obtained from the OCR website.

7.5

Restrictions on candidates’ entries

Candidates who enter for this Entry Level specification may not also enter for any Entry Level
specification with the certification title Geography in the same examination series.
They may, however, also enter for any GCSE, or NVQ.
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8

Other information about Entry Level
Certificate in Geography

8.1

Overlap with other qualifications

There is overlap of content with OCR GCSE A and B in Geography, although the assessment
requirements are different.

8.2

Progression from this qualification

This Entry Level qualification is a general qualification designed to enable candidates to progress
either directly to employment or to Foundation Level courses.
The progress of some candidates during the course might be sufficient to allow their transfer to a
Geography GCSE course.

8.3

Avoidance of bias

OCR has taken great care in preparation of this specification and assessment materials to avoid
bias of any kind.

8.4

Regulatory requirements

This specification complies in all respects with The Statutory Regulation of External Qualifications
2004.

8.5

Language

This specification and associated assessment materials are in English only.

8.6

Spiritual, moral, ethical, social, legislative, economic and
cultural issues

During the course there are opportunities to promote candidates’ spiritual, moral, social and
cultural development.

22
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8.7

Sustainable development, health and safety considerations
and European developments, consistent with international
agreements

OCR has taken account of the 1988 Resolution of the Council of the European Community in
preparing this specification. European examples should be used where appropriate in the delivery
of the subject content.
Although this specification does not make specific reference to the European Dimension it may be
drawn into the course of study in a number of ways.

8.8

Key skills

This specification provides opportunities for the development of the Key Skills of Communication
(C), Application of Number (AoN), Information Technology (IT), Working with Others (WwO),
Improving Own Learning and Performance (IoLP) and Problem Solving (PS) at Level 1. However,
the extent to which this evidence fulfils the Key Skills criteria at these levels will be totally
dependent on the style of teaching and learning adopted for each unit.
The following table indicates where opportunities may exist for at least some coverage of the
various Key Skills criteria at Level 1.
Unit

R406

C

AoN

IT

WwO

IoLP

PS

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

9

9
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8.9

Citizenship

Since September 2002, the National Curriculum for England at Key Stage 4 has included a
mandatory programme of study for Citizenship. Parts of the programme of study for Citizenship
(2007) may be delivered through an appropriate treatment of other subjects.
This section offers examples of opportunities for developing knowledge, skills and understanding of
citizenship issues during this course.
Geography has a considerable overlap with the requirements of Key Stage 4 Citizenship:
x

Knowledge and understanding of European and global links and the interdependence of
people and places;

x

Knowledge and understanding of the concept of sustainability, Local Agenda 21 and the skills
to act upon their understanding;

x

Knowledge and understanding of the decision making processes which underpin changes in
society and the environment at a range of scales;

x

The skills of enquiry and communication involved in personal decision making, problem
solving and the investigation of environmental issues.

As part of citizenship, it is important that candidates have knowledge and understanding of the
world of work. The content of this Specification gives the opportunity to include an insight into the
world of work.

24
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Appendix A: Guidance for the production of
electronic internal assessment
Structure for evidence
An internal assessment portfolio is a collection of folders and files containing the candidate’s
evidence. Folders should be organised in a structured way so that the evidence can be accessed
easily by a teacher or Moderator. This structure is commonly known as a folder tree. It would be
helpful if the location of particular evidence is made clear by naming each file and folder
appropriately and by use of an index called ‘Home Page’.
There should be a top-level folder detailing the candidate’s centre number, candidate number,
surname and forename, together with the unit code R406, so that the portfolio is clearly identified
as the work of one candidate.
Each candidate produces an assignment for internal assessment. The evidence should be
contained within a separate folder within the portfolio. This folder may contain separate files.
Each candidate’s internal assessment portfolio should be stored in a secure area on the Centre’s
network. Prior to submitting the internal assessment portfolio to OCR, the centre should add a
folder to the folder tree containing internal assessment and summary forms.
Data formats for evidence
In order to minimise software and hardware compatibility issues it will be necessary to save
candidates' work using an appropriate file format.
Candidates must use formats appropriate to the evidence that they are providing and appropriate
to viewing for assessment and moderation. Open file formats or proprietary formats for which a
downloadable reader or player is available are acceptable. Where this is not available, the file
format is not acceptable.
Electronic internal assessment is designed to give candidates an opportunity to demonstrate what
they know, understand and can do using current technology. Candidates do not gain marks for
using more sophisticated formats or for using a range of formats. A candidate who chooses to use
only Word documents will not be disadvantaged by that choice.
Evidence submitted is likely to be in the form of word processed documents, PowerPoint
presentations, digital photos and digital video.
To ensure compatibility, all files submitted must be in the formats listed below. Where new formats
become available that might be acceptable, OCR will provide further guidance. OCR advises
against changing the file format from that in which the document was originally created in. It is the
centre’s responsibility to ensure that the electronic portfolios submitted for moderation are
accessible to the Moderator and fully represent the evidence available for each candidate.
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Accepted File Formats
Movie formats for digital video evidence
MPEG (*.mpg)
QuickTime movie (*.mov)
Macromedia Shockwave (*.aam)
Macromedia Shockwave (*.dcr)
Flash (*.swf)
Windows Media File (*.wmf)
MPEG Video Layer 4 (*.mp4)
Audio or sound formats
MPEG Audio Layer 3 (*.mp3)
Graphics formats including photographic evidence
JPEG (*.jpg)
Graphics file (*.pcx)
MS bitmap (*.bmp)
GIF images (*.gif)
Animation formats
Macromedia Flash (*.fla)
Structured markup formats
XML (*xml)
Text formats
Comma Separated Values (.csv)
PDF (.pdf)
Rich text format (.rtf)
Text document (.txt)
Microsoft Office suite
PowerPoint (.ppt)
Word (.doc)
Excel (.xls)
Visio (.vsd)
Project (.mpp)
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Appendix B: Marking Criteria for Key Theme Project
Level One
(AO1 & AO2 = 0-5 marks, AO3 = 0-10 marks)

AO1

Knowledge
15 marks






AO2


Understanding
& Application
of Knowledge



15 marks




AO3



Skills
30 marks







Level Two
(AO1 & AO2 = 6-10 marks, AO3 = 11-20 marks)

Researches some simple geographical
facts with teacher help
Demonstrates limited knowledge about
places, environments and themes
Knows few geographical facts.



Limited awareness of relevant
geographical processes and issues
Uses information with much teacher
guidance
Gives very basic descriptions of patterns
and relationships only with teacher
guidance
Limited awareness that differentpeople
may have different views ongeographical
issues
Application of knowledge displays
inaccuracies.



Able to follow simple instructions
Collects and records some data from
limited sources
Draws very simple maps and diagrams
Makes basic comments on maps and
diagrams
Uses ICT in a basic manner
Attempts to describe data collected, with
little or no attempt at explanation or
conclusion
Makes a limited attempt to suggest simple
solutions to issues.


















Level Three
(AO1 & AO2 = 11-15 marks, AO3 = 21-30 marks)

Researches some geographical facts with
little teacher help
Demonstrates some knowledge of places,
environments and themes
Knows some geographical facts




Aware of some relevant geographical
processes and issues
Uses information with little teacher guidance
Gives very basic descriptions of patterns and
relationships
Some awareness that different people may
have different views on geographical issues
Application of knowledge is sometimes
accurate.



Follows simple instructions well
Collects and records data from various
sources
Draws simple maps and diagrams
Attempts to describe simple maps and
diagrams
Uses ICT appropriately
Describes data collected with some attempt
at simple explanation and conclusion
Makes some attempt to suggest simple
solutions to issues.

















Researches geographical facts independently
Demonstrates knowledge of places,
environments and themes and how they are
linked at a simple level
Knows some geographical facts and
terminology.

Aware of relevant geographical processes and
issues
Uses information independently
Gives basic descriptions of patterns and
relationships
Awareness that different people may have
different views on geographical issues
Application of knowledge is usually accurate.

Follows simple instructions very well
Collects and records a range of data from
various sources
Draws quite effective maps and diagrams
Descries simple patterns shown by maps and
diagrams
Uses ICT appropriately and with regard to
purpose and audience
Describes data collected and attempts
explanations and conclusions
Suggests simple solutions to issues.

Marks

…/15

…/15

…/30

Total
Mark
…/60
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